Frequently Asked Questions

1. ICO Dates & Useful Links
Stage 1: POC (Proof-of-Care)
Last Submission:
Useful Links:

15th January 2018
https://pre-sale.experty.io/
PoC - Terms of Use

Stage 2: PRE-ICO
Pre-Sale Start Date: 22nd January 2018
Useful Links:
https://icodrops.com/pre/experty/

Stage 3: ICO Main Event
Start Date:
End Date:
Useful Links:

25th January 2018
25th February 2018
https://experty.io/en

Token Info
SoftCap:
2 000 ETH
HardCap:
9 000 ETH
Total Tokens:
Total amount of token supply will known after the Token Generation Event.
Maximum supply is 100MLN EXY (33% of total supply is available for sale)
Basic Token Price: 1,000 EXY = 1ETH
Payment method: Bitcoin S
 uisse (ETH, BTC, USD, CHF, EUR, JPY) Minimum $1,000

ICO Participation/Progress (will be through Bitcoin Suisse)
1. All pre-ICO and ICO participants will be required to join via Bitcoin Suisse
2. Create account here:  https://ico.bitcoinsuisse.ch/ and follow instructions - USE THE SAME
EMAIL AS IN THE PROOF OF CARING PORTAL. If you need any assistance please send
an email to PoC@experty.io (including changing your email in Experty system to match your
Bitcoin Suisse one)
3. Further information and instructions to be added
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Additional Links
Whitepaper (doc)
Experty.io Blog (Medium)
What is Experty and how does it work? (video)
Early stage live demonstration (App demo video)

2. Proof-of-Caring (PoC) FAQ
2.1 How I can participate?
You will need to register and upload your proof-of-care at www.pre-sale.experty.io. You are able
to submit multiple times and this increase your chances of getting placed into a higher Tier.
PoC examples: https://medium.com/@experty_io/proof-of-caring-examples-c55ad641740d

2.2 What is the difference between PoC, pre-ICO and ICO?
●

●
●

In the POC (Stage 1) we are not accepting any payments, just registering interest and
participation in our Proof-of-Care event. Based on the contents of your submissions you
will be allocate a Tier (with a respective bonus) and given access to the pre-ICO.
POC participants will be able to take place in the pre-ICO event (Stage 2).
Everyone else will be able to take place in the ICO (Stage 3).

2.3 Without a Proof-of-Care can someone participate in the ico ?
In the pre-ICO no, but in the ICO yes. It's very easy to get the 10% bonus in the PoC. Any kind
of engagement puts you there. If the ICO reaches the hardcap during our presale, there will be
no main sale and token will be delivered faster.

2.4 I have submitted my PoC but I still haven’t received any
confirmation of my Tier! What is going on?
Please be patient, the team is working hard reviewing thousands of submissions and you will
receive an email soon after submissions have ended on the 15th January 2018 with your Tier.
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2.5 I read the whitepaper (or other minor PoC) and I’m still Tier 3!
How can I get to a higher Tier?
Tier 3 has a 10% bonus and allows you to participate in the pre-ICO. We are looking for both
quality and quantity PoC to assign higher Tiers (and respective bonus) to.
●
●

General PoC examples
Partner Tier (60% bonus + 5000 EXY) examples

PoC Disclaimer
“””It lies in our sole discretion to review your contribution and decide for which, if any, Proof-of-Caring Tier you qualify. Thus,
participating in the Proof-of Caring campaign does not guarantee that you will be able to participate at the (pre-)TGE and/or receive
a bonus. Please note that we may at any time — in particular for regulatory reasons — change the project and possibly even
decide not to conduct a (pre-) TGE. Thus, even if you have qualified for a Proof-of- Caring Tier, there is no guarantee that you will
be able to participate at the (pre-) TGE and receive EXY token.”””

3. Pre-ICO and ICO participation FAQ
3.1 What is the token role in your project?
It’s a utility token. Please check our whitepaper for details: h
 ttps://docsend.com/view/bqasgtq

3.2 What about KYC and AML?
Yes, we do require KYC and AML from everyone. We are cooperating with Bitcoin Suisse on
this. Check here for more details: https://experty.io/en#security

3.3 How can I make a payment? Can I send money directly from
an Exchange?
You need to register and make your payments through Bitcoin Suisse. Currencies accepted are:
ETH, BTC, CHF, USD, EUR, JPY. We do not recommend that you deposit money directly from
an exchange. More information will be available through Bitcoin Suisse.
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3.4 What is the minimum contribution amount?
Minimum contribution will be $1,000 (or the equivalent in other currencies accepted) and will
have to be through Bitcoin Suisse.

3.5 When will I receive my tokens?
Bitcoin Suisse to send out the tokens to your ETH address after sale is complete (we reserve
around 2-4 weeks time to conduct an additional security audit after it’s conducted).

3.6 Where will I receive my tokens?
You will need to supply an ETH address to Bitcoin Suisse to receive your tokens

3.7 What is the percent of pre-sale will be allocated for each Tier?
Due to the overwhelming response from proof of care and the significant amount of submissions
we have received, along with the amount we are trying to predict we will receive by the
deadline, we have decided to allow anyone that performs proof of care to at least get in the
presale at the 10% bonus level.  Therefore, we are removing our presale cap to allow everyone
to get in. We will decide the top tier allocations when we have a better idea of how many proof
of care submissions are submitted by the 15th January. If the ICO reaches hardcap  during our
presale the ICO will end and there will be no main sale!  This will reward all parties who have
participated in proof of care. Any remaining tokens from the pre-ICO will be sold during the ICO

3.8 ICO Exclusions
-

US (all)

-

North Korean

-

Iran

.For more questions, please contact also contact@experty.io
Disclaimer:
SALES OF EXPERTY ARE NOT OPEN TO U.S. CITIZENS (as defined in 8 U.S.C.Subchapter III) NOR ARE THEY
OPEN TO U.S. PERSONS (as defined in 8 U.S.C. §1401 and 17 C.F.R. §230.902(k)). TOKENS ARE NOT
OFFERED BY COMPANY TO U.S. CITIZENS OR U.S. PERSONS. YOU COVENANT THAT YOU ARE NEITHER A
U.S. CITIZEN NOR A U.S. PERSON. YOU COVENANT THAT YOU ARE NEITHER A U.S. CITIZEN NOR A U.S.
PERSON PURCHASING BY COMPANY OR AGENT. YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT ANY PURCHASE OF TOKENS
BY A U.S. CITIZEN OR A U.S. PERSON IN THIS CROWD SALE WILL BE RENDERED NULL AND VOID. IF YOU
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ARE NOT SURE IF YOU ARE A U.S. CITIZEN OR A U.S. PERSON DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN THIS CROWD
SALE.  Full KYC and AML will be conducted by Bitcoin Suisse AG

3.9 Third Party Escrow or Multisig wallet policy for fund discretion
Bitcoin Suisse is providing this service

Photo: Experty CEO with Nicolai (Head of ICOs at Bitcoin Suisse) and Mauro (Experty board
director and advisor) upfront the Bitcoin Suisse office.

3.10 Is it gonna be like in Wabi ICO - only set amount per person?
Yes, we plan to set the amount per person during the pre-ICO and ICO. We will start informing
people about their interest in the beginning of January so we will figure out what allocations can
be provided to whom and at what discount.

3.11 What happens if there are pending transactions after ICO is
finished or hardcap is reached?
Everything will be managed by Bitcoin Suisse and any pending transactions after ICO is
complete will be refunded.
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4. Experty Technical & Business FAQ
4.1 Our Software Development Team
Core members' expertise are in JS, but only one main developer's is in Solidity. T
 he less code
and developers specialized in Solidity the better. The smart contract needs to be as simple as
possible (lesser chance for bugs)

4.2 Dependencies on the Ethereum network and potential
bottlenecks
“Our reliance on the future PoS transition of the Ethereum Network, and the delayed launch
date due to possible network issues. Disclosure of expected impact, development, and costs of
LN or side chain development if it is deemed required.”
We have a plan to implement a RAID-en like network. We have a whole section in our White
Paper about this (Section 3.2 page 14).

4.3 How you plan to make money? What is the business model?
Monthly paid subscriptions for people who want to use other cryptocurrencies. EXY tokens in
the app will be 100% without any additional fees to use.

4.4 When can I use the platform? Is there a test/demo version
available?
We are aiming to release a demo version upon request before ICO.

Join our Telegram
DO YOU HAVE MORE QUESTIONS? SEND US AN EMAIL TO
contact@experty.io. We aim to reply within 12 hours. Thanks for your support!

